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Gray is not only artist Rebecca Rivas Rogers favorite color, it is 
a concept. Gray is a color associated with ambiguity, the middle 
point between the polarities of black and white and a hue capable 
of encompassing the entire color spectrum. Even the spelling of 
the word gray is subject to change, as it can be correctly spelled 
with an “e,” as it is in British English (which the artist uses), 
or an “a,” as it is in the United States. It is with this nuanced 
understanding of gray’s visual and conceptual possibilities that 
Rebecca Rivas Rogers situates viewers between the artwork and 
the creative process in her solo exhibition Grey View.

One could argue that gray’s wide range of chromatic possibilities 
(and spellings) embody the idea of provisionality, an idea that 
is central to Rivas Rogers’ work. Provisionality is defined as 
something possessing a temporary or impermanent status. This 
is a topic of fascination for Rivas Rogers and informs a lot about 
her aesthetic interests and motivations. For Rivas Rogers, a native 
of Northern Ireland who was initially a landscape painter and a 
professional graphic designer, the provisional landscapes of the 
United Sates — miles of sweeping highway off-ramps, parking 
lots, and spaces that are often under construction and seemingly 
always in transition — are what captivate her imagination. On the 
opening wall of Grey View, Rivas Rogers shows viewers discreet 
aesthetic moments she notices in these unassuming places 
through a series of small format photo collages. In them, Rivas 
Rogers beckons the viewer to notice subtle shifts in color, texture, 
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in its ethos.2 The anti-authoritarianism often associated with punk 
is also present in the way that Grey View challenges viewers to 
interrogate how an artist’s accretion of material and thinking can 
be considered art within a museum context. The institutional 
critique in Grey View is handled with an anarchic spirit, albeit one 
that is lighthearted, playful, and often humorous in its approach.

Can audiences be let into the creative process as participants 
rather than mere consumers of a neat, finished product? Rivas 
Rogers asks this question in Grey View, an exhibition that makes 
the unpredictable creative process its focal point. Messy, ongoing, 
and always in a state of change, Grey View finds a visual parallel 
between gray’s mutability, the act of creating art, and the places 
you barely notice en route to somewhere else, suggesting that 
perhaps all of them are the destination.

—Amanda Jirón-Murphy 
Curator and Resident Artist/Collector Liaison

composition, and form in places like alleyways and loading docks, 
thereby giving viewers access to her thinking mind.

The large-scale installation in Grey View expands upon the idea of 
provisionality by eschewing conventions of tidiness and perfection 
and allowing the eccentricities of the artist’s studio to spill out into 
the gallery. In it, Rivas Rogers uses objects that figure into the 
corners of her life and artistic practice and lets them take center 
stage. A web of black and white extension cords that thread 
through the installation from ceiling to floor break up the space 
visually, much like the lines in a drawing or the power lines in the 
alleyways featured in the photo collages on the opening wall. 
Used La Croix and Amazon boxes, discarded coffee cups, paint 
stirrers, and drywall tape punctuate an otherwise gray and white 
backdrop with color. All of these small gestures and details entice 
careful inspection, revealing small paintings of the objects nestled 
within the installation. A re-imagining of the material generated 
throughout the creative process, the Grey View installation has its 
own internal logic, reflecting the precarity of the creative process. It 
“courts intentional awkwardness, physical fragility, and instability…
and discovers beauty in the most unassuming materials,” to 
quote the 2011 press release for Provisional Painting by curator 
and critic Raphael Rubenstein, whose writing and curation are 
also a source of inspiration for Rivas Rogers.1

This improvisatory working method — making do and using the 
materials that are readily at hand — could be defined as “punk” 

1 Rivas Rogers cites this quote from the Provisional Painting press release 
frequently when talking about her work to the public

2 From growing up in the politically fraught nineteen eighties in Northern Ireland, 
Rivas Rogers admires the punk scene’s ability to exist as a gray zone outside of 
the extremes of Catholic and Protestant political divisions. 



Grey View, 2023
Acrylic paint, beer bottle, binder clips, buckets, cardboard boxes, cardboard sheets, carboard tubes, 
cement, coffee cups, drawings on paper, dry wall tape, duct tape, elastic bands, electric kettles, 
extension cords, foam, g-clamps, gouache paintings on paper, gravel, house paint, jars, laser prints, 
lights, mason line (white and florescent), paint cans, paint mixing cups, paint stirrers, paper, paper 
straws, photos, plaster of Paris, plastic door cover, plastic mesh, plastic sheeting, plastic tubing, plastic 
straws, push pins, rebar, safety fencing, Saran Wrap, shelving, snow poles, spray paint, Styrofoam, tins, 
tile spacers, wood, and zip ties.
Dimensions variable



Grey View (details), 2023



Provisional Landscapes, 2015-2023
Printed and folded photographs, duct tape, mounted on roof flashing
Dimensions variable



Ground Views, 2015-23
Printed photographs
4 x 6 in. each



while living in Colombia, South America. Currently an adjunct professor 
at MICA and American University, she has been a resident artist at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Arlington since 2020. 

REBECCA RIVAS ROGERS is an artist, designer and educator 
originally from Northern Ireland. She holds an MFA in Studio Art from 
Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA), and a BA in Design from 
Glasgow School of Art. After working in graphic design throughout 
Britain and the United States, Rivas Rogers became an art educator 
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The Museum of Contemporary Art Arlington is an independent 501(c)(3)  
non-profit organization that enriches community life by connecting the public 
with contemporary art and artists through exhibitions, education programs, 
and an artists-in-residence program. 

Established in 1974, and formerly known as Arlington Arts Center, the 
organization has a long history of launching and supporting artists' careers in 
the mid-Atlantic region, presenting contemporary art exhibitions, and offering 
art-making classes for all ages. In 2022, the organization changed its name 
to reflect its position as a premiere hub for contemporary art and artists and 
as the only art museum in Arlington County. The Museum’s longstanding 
commitment to connect the community to living artists remains central to its 
mission and programming today.

At 17,000 square feet, the Museum is one of the largest non-federal venues 
for contemporary art in the Washington, DC area. Nestled within a public 
park, the building includes nine exhibition galleries, ten artist studios, two 
classrooms, and outdoor space for public art.

Through its rotating exhibitions and dynamic related programming, the 
Museum connects the community with artists from around the world,  
launches careers of emerging artists, provides established artists with 
opportunities to experiment, and showcases Arlington’s position within a 
global contemporary art sector to the public.

The Museum offers high-quality art classes year-round for novice and 
seasoned artists of all ages, from toddlers to adults. Taught by experienced 
professional artists, classes are small and cover an array of media. Tuition 
is reasonably priced, and for families in need, the Museum offers a tuition 
assistance program.

Free public programs are offered for the community to engage with 
various aspects of creativity and contemporary art. Often these programs 
highlight public partnerships, community cultural celebrations, music, and 
performance.

The Museum’s resident artist program provides subsidized private studio 
space in a supportive environment encouraging interaction and exploration. 
Artists-in-residence participate in Museum activities, exhibitions, and 
community programming where the public can interact firsthand with artists.
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